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problem which needs to be considered in case of a
temperature sensor. A printed temperature sensor based on the
assumption, that there is relation between resistance (Ω) and
temperature (°C): “…change in resistance is observed upon
varying the temperature” [13]. The reported relation is,
depending of the application, printer – professional or semiprofessional - and ink, linear in a range from 30°C to 42°C or
-10°C up to 140°C [13]. The use of different inks are also
limited by maximum continuous temperature, e.g. the ink
from AgIC Inc. is limited to 70°C (see datasheet) [15], which
is maybe a limiting factor for temperature measurement of
more than 70°C itself. The printing technology is – beside the
treatment [16] [17] [18] [19] the other relevant aspect with
influence the quality of the printed electronic. Depending on
the quality, the price ranges for printers “… between 30.000 €
for semi-professional up to more than 100.000 € for
professional use” [7]. To sum up, there is still room for
improvement in the area of investigation [20] [21] [22] [23].

Abstract
The subject of the study investigates different temperature
behaviour of a printed temperature sensors fabricated using a
low-cost inkjet printer and silver nanomaterial ink. The aim of
the investigation was to check whether an inexpensive printed
temperature sensor without pre and post treatment can provide
a reliable temperature data reading in the range of the
temperatures from 20 ° C to 100 ° C. For this purpose test
number of N = 200 experimental evaluations were carried out.
The experimental results indicates a positive linear
relationship between the resistance (Ω) and temperature (°C)
for the temperature range of 20°C and 70°-80°C (sensor B)
and 75-85°C (sensor A). The results also indicates a nonlinear or negative linear correlation between resistance (Ω)
and temperature (°C) for the temperature range of between
70°-80°C for sensor Type B and 75-85°C & 100°C for sensor
Type A. There exist also a polynomial functional relationship
between the resistance (Ω) and temperature (°C), when we
consider measurement for the entire temperature range, which
can be used for the prediction of the temperature data.

Aim of the research is to figure out, whether it is possible to
print a reliable, functioning cheap temperature sensor within a
non-critical temperature range from 20 °C up to 70 °C - based
on a combination of low-cost / non-professional printer and a
high quality silver ink [15] with a maximum continuous
temperature of 70°C. Based on these assumption the
following hypotheses was formulated:

INTRODUCTION
Low-cost inkjet-printed products became more and more
relevant for industrial use. Significant progress can be seen in
printing technology, pre- and after treatment and inks [1] [2]
[3] [4]. Problems are reported with regard to lifetime [5] [6],
e.g. cycle bending reliability [5]. As mentioned in previous
articles the ink itself is a relevant factor in combination with
low-cost printed electronics [7] [8] [9]. The quality of the ink
influences the printout in a significant way: “The
investigations have shown that it is possible to print useful,
low-cost circuits by combining suitable inks (in this work
silver and carbon ink), while printers with higher quality
(compared to the Brother printer used) from the middle price
segment are certainly to be preferred for semi-professional /
professional applications” [7]. That means, it is a question of
the right combination of different quality factors like ink,
printer, geometry, pre & post treatment and others. The
relevance of the inks was also highlighted by other researches:
“When flexed, PEDOT:PSS remained conductive for a lower
radius of curvature (10 mm) than silver. Among the printed
patterns, the sinewave pattern was observed to be superior for
flexible electronics applications“[6]. Stability against flexing
is one quality aspect, environmental stability of conductive
inks another aspect [10] [11], e.g. caused by the hygroscopic
behavior or pH-value [12] or temperature [13] [14]. The
limitation of an ink with regard to the temperature is a

H1: If a high quality silver ink – limited to 70°C maximum
continuous temperature – is used for printing a temperature
sensor for measuring a fluctuating temperature range of 20°C
up to 70°C with a low-cost / non-professional printer, than we
will have a good positive linearity between resistance (Ω) and
temperature (°C) in the observed range.
Furthermore should be investigated the critical temperature
range from 70°C up to 100°C. The following hypotheses was
formulated:
H2: If a high quality silver ink, limited to 70°C maximum
continuous temperature is used for printing a temperature
sensor for measuring a fluctuating temperature range of 70°C
up to 100°C with a low-cost / non-professional printer, than
we will have a good positive linearity between resistance (Ω)
and temperature (°C) in the observed range.
The aspects of pre or post treatment are not taken into to the
consideration, due to the fact that a cheap printed sensor is
subject of this research (without pre and post treatment).
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(a) Printer: The switches were printed with the low-cost
printer from Brother (Typ: MFC-J6710DW); (b) Sensor
Design / Geometry: The first sensor (Type A) was created by
using Microsoft Word 2013. The following figure shows the
design:

METHOD
Materials and Methods
As mentioned in previous studies [7] [8] [9] the following
materials and methods were used to test the hypotheses.

Figure 1. Design of the temperature sensor – Typ A

The second sensor (Type B) was created based on the
assumption, that the design parameters may have also an
influence of the quality of the temperature sensor:

Figure 2. Design of the temperature sensor – Typ B
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(c) Layer Substrate: Novele™ was used as substrate from
NovaCentrix. AgIC Printing System; (d) Ink: For the printing
were used the AgIC Circuit Printer Cartridge Set with a
critical temperature range over 70°C (maximum continuous
temperature). In this set the silver ink has already been poured
into a set of 3 Brother LC71 (US) / LC1240 (Europe)
cartridges; (e) Printout: The printed layer was not pre-treated
or post-treated; (f) Test parameter: Electrical resistance (Ω),
temperature (°C) and geometry; (g) Measurement devices:
Digital Multimeter (PeakTech), Digital 4 Channel
Thermometer (Voltcraft Plus), Heating furnace (Memmert).

Measurement Procedure
The aim of the study was to find a possible relation between
the large target temperature and the resistance associated with
the printed temperature sensor, taking into the account of the
influences from nanomaterial ink, printer and design/
geometry.The initial measurement started with Type A and
Type B sensors printed with the AgIC ink [15] being placed in
the heating furnace at a temperature of 20 ° C. Then the
temperature of the heating furnace was raised from 20 ° C to
100 ° C and within this time period, measurement points (n=
20) for the varying temperature and corresponding resistance
of the both sensors (Type A and Type B) were collected. The
number of repetitions (c) was set at c = 5, so that the total
number of measurement points (N) is equal to N = n * c =
100. So in total 100 experimental data were collected for
sensor Type A and 100 experimental data were also collected
for sensor Type B. Based on the recommendations of
Dankoco et al (2016) [13], the sensitivity (temperature
coefficient) was determined at 20.7 ° C. The sensitivity
(temperature coefficient) was 0.81807 * 10-3 ° C-1 for the
printed temperature sensor evaluated in this study in
comparison to 2.19 * 10-3 ° C-1 from the study by Dankoco
et al. (2016) [13]. The sensors were again tested for the
functionality as per the art mentioned in the literature [13].

RESULTS
The collected measurement data sets were checked for outliers
and plausibility. The five datasets for the Type A sensor could
be completely taken into account, i.e. N = 100 experimental
points. For sensor Type B two datasets had to be removed due
to problems in the measurement out of five data sets. So in
total 60 (N = 60) experimental data points were available for
the sensor Type B. The consideration of descriptive
characteristics such as Mean, standard deviation and variance
showed no abnormalities for the measurement data.

Figure 3. Results – Correlation between Temperature (°C)
and Resistance (kΩ) – Typ A

Descriptive analysis from the Fig. 3. suggests that between 20
° C and 75 till 85 ° C (indicted by arrow symbol in the Fig. 3),
there exist a linear relationship between the temperature
measured and the corresponding resistance of the printed
temperature sensor. This is in accordance to the Hypothesis
H1. Whereas the measurement points above 75 ° C especially
between 85 ° C and 100 ° C, there exist no positive linear
relationship between temperature (°C) measured and the
corresponding resistance (Ω) of the printed temperature

Hypotheses H1 and H2 for Temperature Sensor Typ A
The investigation provided conformation of hypothesis H1
(20 ° C to 70 ° C) or hypothesis H2 (70 ° C to 100 ° C) with
respect to the temperature sensor Type A. The corresponding
results are depicted as below:
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conclude from measurement data , that there is a strong
positive linear correlation for all experiments at temperatures
of 20 ° C to 75 ° C / 85 ° C. For the temperature range
between 75 ° C / 85 ° C and 100 ° C, there exists negative
linear correlation for all experimental data with values of r
(regression coefficient) from -0.97 to -0.98.

sensor. This indicates to a non-linear relationship between the
temperature (°C) measured and the corresponding resistance
(Ω) for these temperature ranges. In all experiments, it is still
noticeable that at around 80 ° C temperature, a reaction (fall
of resistance) is likely to occur that significantly alters the
correlation between the measurements. The calculated
correlation coefficients according to Bravis-Pearson can be
found for the experiment number 1-5 at r1 = 0.98 and
r2 = 99.86 and r3 = 99.19 and r4 = 0.98 and r5 = 0.99. Thus to

Due to the course of the curve, an investigation was feasible
for possible non-linear relationships. An investigation with the
statistics software Minitab 18 yielded the following results:

Figure 4. Results – Polynomial Regression between Temperature (°C) and Resistance (kΩ) –
Experiment No. 1 from Sensor Type A
Table 1: Polynomial Regression – Comparison
Experiment
No. 1

Regression Equation
R (kΩ) = 1,438 + 0,002009 T (°C) - 0,000013 T (°C)^2

R-sq(adj)
91,56%

Regression p-Value
p = 0,000

No. 2
R (kΩ) = 1,312 + 0,003527 T (°C) - 0,000021 T (°C)^2
95,01%
p = 0,000
No. 3
R (kΩ) = 1,190 + 0,003852 T (°C) - 0,000026 T (°C)^2
90,34%
p = 0,000
No. 4
R (kΩ) = 1,453 + 0,003471 T (°C) - 0,000023 T (°C)^2
98,59%
p = 0,000
No. 5
R (kΩ) = 0,942 + 0,003922 T (°C) - 0,000021 T (°C)^2
95,07%
p = 0,000
Note: Polynomial Regression between Temperature (°C) and Resistance (kΩ) – Experiment No. 1 from Sensor Type A

The results from the analytical statistics with respect to
Experiment No. 1 using sensor Type A indicates that the total
considered measured data could have a non-linear
relationship. This can be sufficiently explained through
function of polynomial type regression with R (kΩ) = 1.438 +
0.002009 T (° C) - 0.000013 T (° C) ^ 2. A comparative
analysis of Experiment Number 2 - 5 gives the following
results as depicted in Table 1. The results indicate that a
polynomial regression model is present for all experiments.
For the entire temperature range between of 20 ° C up to 100 °
C the experimental data shows high similarities with R-sq
(adj) averaging more than 90 % indicating high explanation of
the variance.

After cooling the samples they were again tested for their
functionality by raising the temperature to 100 ° C. The
measured resistance values for this secondary temperature
profile did not show much significant deviation with respect
to the initial value measured with the respective samples. A
multiple repetition of the heating & cooling and recording the
respective temperature & resistance of the samples were not
performed.

Hypotheses H1 and H2 for Temperature Sensor Type B
The investigation on the Type B temperature sensor with
respect to the hypothesis H1 (20 ° C to 70 ° C) or hypothesis
H2 (70 ° C to 100 ° C) yielded the following results
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Figure 5. Results – Correlation between Temperature (°C) and Resistance (Ω) for sensor Type B

arrow symbol in the Fig. 5) for Type B sensor instead of
temperature range 75 ° C and 85 ° C as compared for the Type
A sensor. Due to the limited database and experimental data, a
final assessment was not possible in this regards. The
analytical analysis provided the following results for Type B
sensor:

Three out of five trail experiments were considered for the
printed sensor Type B. The descriptive analysis of the printed
temperature sensor Type B yields comparable results that to
that of printed sensor Type A with an exception for
experiment 6 & 7 indicating a significant reaction taking place
in temperature range of Between 70 ° C to 80 ° C (indicted by

Figure 6. Results – Polynomial Regression between Temperature (°C)
and Resistance (Ω) – Experiment No. 1 from Sensor Type B
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printed sensor can easily deliver interpretable result up to at
least 70 ° C. A demanding conversion or special interpretation
of the resistance and temperatures are not required for this
range of operation; (3) Non-linear gradients are possible at
temperatures greater than 70 ° C, whereby a polynomial
function could be determined, which could be used for the
prediction of the temperature profile with respect to the
respective ink. A corresponding conversion / interpretation of
the results are required; (4) For printed temperature sensors,
the influence of ink in comparison to the printer, geometry,
foil, pre- and post-treatment is of particular importance.
Limitations of this investigation includes the lack of multiple
repetitions of the measuring capability in short & long term
for the temperature sensor when temperatures exceeds 70 ° C.
Limitation also includes the lack of study of the impact of
pre- and post-treatment of the printed sensor on their
respective performances. In addition to the above facts the
examination of the behaviour of the similar inks from
different manufactures in same temperature profile can be
included in the scope of future studies.

The results of the analytical statics shows that printed
temperature sensor Type B had a polynomial curve similar to
that of Type A with R-sq (adj) of 87.26%. After cooling the
samples from Type B ,they were again tested for their
functionality by raising the temperature to 100 ° C similar to
the experimental procedure done to the printed temperature
sensor Type A.

DISCUSSION
Hypothesis Testing
Hypothesis H1, it can be confirmed that there exist a
hypothetical linear relationship between the resistance (Ω) and
temperature (° C) for the printed temperature sensor for the
temperature range between 20 ° C and 75 ° C till 85 ° C. This
is in accordance with the previous result mention in the
literature [13].Furthermore it could be determined that the
AgIc silver nanoparticle ink [15] used in accordance to
manufacturer's instructions for the temperature profile more
than 70 ° C , showed a significant change in the resistance
behaviour. The fact that the measurement capability of the
printed temperature sensors had no negative impact after a
single cooling and reheating could also be determined. From
the experimental data & analytical analysis, hypothesis H1
can be confirmed. Fabrication of powerful temperature sensor
can be realized by combining the high-quality nanoparticle
ink and low-cost printer can be demonstrated with this
research. The geometry of the printed temperature sensors
(Type A & Type B) had no significant impact on performance
of the sensors.

CONCLUSION
A silver ink in conjunction with a low-cost printer on a PET
film was used to produce a temperature sensor. The results
shows that a low –cost inkjet printed temperature sensor
without any additional pre or post treatment exhibits a positive
linear relationship between temperature & resistance for the
temperature range between 20 ° C and 70 ° C and also
exhibits a non-linear or negative linear relationship for the
temperature range from 70 ° C to 100 ° C. Considering the
entire temperature range of the experiment from 20 - 100 ° C,
a polynomial function could be derived for the investigated
ink [15] which could be used for the prediction of the entire
temperature
range
with
appropriate
calculation
methodologies. The influence of pre/post-treatment of the
printed sensors on the functional relationship between
resistance and temperature requires to be investigated further
in detail. From the above results, it can be concluded that
untreated low-cost inkjet printed temperature sensors are of
only limited suitability for temperature measurement.

Hypothesis H2: Linear relationship between temperature and
resistance as mentioned in the literature , for example in
Brinad et al. (2012) in Dankoco et al. [13] cannot confirmed,
however a nonlinear or negative linear relationship in the form
of a polynomial function was discovered for the temperature
range from 70 ° C to 100 ° C for the fabricated printed
temperature sensors. The examination of the temperature
sensor Type A and Type B pointed to that fact turning point
(reaction) exist for both sensors in the temperature range of
75 ° C - 85 ° C and 70 ° C - 80 ° C respectively , with
resistance value not increasing any further with the falling
temperature profile. Furthermore it could be also stated that
the measuring capability of the temperature sensor were not
adversely affected by the short-term exceeding of the critical
temperature of above 70 ° C with the respect to the attributes
of the ink [15] .
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